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Cracking science fiction featuring an
emerging Chinese dynasty trying to hold
together the damaged remains of the Earth
after a brutal, three-way war with the US of
A and a madman?s clone army. Emperor
Kong Jia I and his cross-dressing maniac of
an army Commander are out for revenge on
President Jefrey Laws and his clone-hating
Neu-Kristians who?ve left the Earth on the
verge of collapse.The exiles new home, the
Moon, becomes the New Lunar Colonies, a
religious hotbed and springpad for outer
solar system exploration. Laws and
company, building the biggest spaceship
the worlds have ever seen, extracting souls
and fast-fertilising females, need water and
air and plan control of the long line of
Intermundial Space Stations, all in Chinese
hands.The warmonger Colonel Belgbog
Bulgakov is exiled on Mars, his three
million strong clone army that had come so
close to taking over the Earth,
decimated.Meanwhile
the
innocent
populace of the worlds, clone animals and
Second humans, struggle to come to terms
with who and what they are, new Gods
arising while the auld citizens of the Earth
break out in age-old open rebellion against
Imperial tyranny. There is no peace in the
future. But there are a few laughs and
plenty of excitement.
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